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ATTITUDE AND VIBRATION CONTROL OF A LARGE
FLEXIBLE SPACE- BASEDANTENNA
S. M. Joshi ............
SUNDRY. -
The problem of control systems synthesis IS considered for
controlling the rigid-body &ttitude and elastic motion of a large
deployable space-based antenna. Two methods for control systems
synthesis are considered. The first method utilizes the stability
and robustness properties Of the controller Consisting of torque
actuators and CollOcated attitude and rate sensors. The second
method is based on the llnear-quadratlc-Gausslan (LQG) control
theory. A cOmbination of the two methods, which results in a
two-level hierarchical Control system, is- also briefly discussed.
The performance of the controllers is analyzed by computing the
variances of pointing errors, feed misaligument errors and surface
Contour errors in the presence of sensor and actuator noise.
INTRODUCTION
The successful operation of the NASA space transportation System
($TS) has opened a new era for more cost-effeCtive utilization of
space. One class of examples of future missions using the STS
includes .p_rsonal communication systems, Earth observation systems,
radio astronomy systems, and electro_tie mail systems. These missiOns
require large space-based antennas. For early missions utilizing
large antennas, the development of a deployable antenna which can be
transported into orbit using _tsingle shuttle flight has a special
appeal. The 122 meter hOop/cohu_n antenna represents such a concept
for relatively near-term missions.
The detailed description of a technolOgy development program for
large space'based antennas was presented in Ref. I. The hOop/column
antenna concept, shown in figure l, consists of a.deplOyable central
mast _ttached to a deployable hoop by cables held in tension. A
: secondary drawing surface is used to produce the desired contour of
i the radlo-frequency (RF) reflective mesh. The RF surface shaping is
accomplished by mesh shaplng ties. The deployable mast contains h
! number of telescoping sections which ark deployed by mea_'_sof a Cable
i_ drive system. The hoop consists of 48 rigid segments, and is ,
deployed by four motor drive units. The reflective mesh is made Of
kntt gOld-plated molybde|mm wire, _tnd is attached to the hoop by
quartz or graphite ftbers. Tile RF mesh is shaped in tl_edesired .....
manner {e,g. parnbollc or spherical) eith cOntrol Cords attached to
the mesh through rlid ._ecol_dary drawing surface.
In order GO achieve tim required RF performance, the antenna must
be controlled to specified precision in attitude and shape. For
example, for missions, such as the land mobile satellite system _
(LMSS), whlch is a communications concept for provldin8 mobile
telephone service to users in the Continental United States, it. iS .
' necessary to achieve a pointing accuracy.of 0.03 degree RMS (root
i mean square)and a surface acCuraCy of 6 ram RHS. It is &iso 1
necessary to have stringent control (usually a fraction of a degree) _|
i_! on the motion of. the feed(located_near one Cud of the mast) relative I
tO the mesh. in this paper, tWO approaches are considered for
control systems synthesis for such an antenna. The first approach I
_L uses a "collocated" controller, which consists Of torque actuators !
and co,located attitude and rate sensors The second approach is based
on the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG). control theory. The
performance of the controllers is evaluated in the presence of sensor
and actuator noise.
1
HOOR/COLUMN ANTENNA MATHEMATICAL MODEL I
A large space, structure (LSS) such as the hoOp/column antenna has,
in theory, infinite number of structural modes_ In order tO_
facilitate analytical treatment., it is necessary to have a finite.
order "evaluation" model whiCh.ls an _Cceptable representation of the
LSS. The evaluation model Considered in this paper is a 20
structural mode, finite element model of the 122 meter diameter . _
hoop/column antenna as described in ref. 2. For the purpose of this
study, four, 3-axis torque actuators (a total of 12 actuators) are
assumed to be located on the mast at points shown in _igure 2. in
addition to 20 structural modes, three rigld-body rotations are also
included. The equations .of mOtion are given by:
.. n,r.
It_ = ETs s j..._..........................................(1)
J=l i
q  l_q+ Aq = 4_TT (2)
where Ig is the 3 by 3 .inertia matrix, nT is tlienumber of 3_axis
torque aCtuatOrs, _t_=(_#j#l, _$)_ ,denOtes the rigid_body attitude
Vector, T_ denote's tl_e -3 X 1 torque vector prOduced by the Jth
(3_axis) torque actuator , q is the nq X I modal amplitude vector
(for nq structural modes) _, D=Dr_O is the.matrix represqnting_tlte
inherent damping, i
A = diag. 2 2 " i
('1 'tO2 ''''tOllq _) (3)
pAGEIS
poo Ot.tat,ff'f .................................................
where ui ts the natural frequency of the ith structural mode,
T
•Cn,r _ ]cT. [¢1 ¢2 " (4)
t
_Tls the nix 3n r matrtx Of "mode slopes u, and _ corresponds to
the n¢_ X 3 mode slope matrix for tile lot/iliOn of the Jth torque
actuator. The._n T X I vector T ts given by
• T [TII,T2 _. ,_ F. Ii " .., rtxT I (5)
I;
The total attitude vector (including the contributions of the
rigid-body and struCtural modes) at the location Of the Jth actuator
i is given by
i
i s caq (6)
The data presented in the model consists of structural ._
frequencies, , three mode shapes and three mode slopes (6 degrees of
freedom) at 6 points on the mast, at 8 points corresponding to the
feeds, feed panels., etc., and at two pellets corresponding tO the at
, two solar panels. Three mode shapes (3 degrees of freedom) at 9b.
points corresponding to the mesh surface are also given. The
knowledge of the mode-shapes rabbles one to tO. rote the elastic
displacements (X, Y, Z ..directiOns ), and that of the mode slopes
enables one to compute the elastic rotations (about X,Y,Z axes), from
a given modal amplitude vector q. Table 1 shows the mass and tner.tla
prOperties of the hoop/Column antenna, and the frequencies of the
first . 20 structural modes are given in Table lI. Figure 3 shows the
plots of elastic deformations resulting from some of the modes. (The
first attd the sixth modes are torsion modes, and are not shown _
because they have very small translational deformations.) The
assumed nominal damping ratio of 1 per cent (O.Ol_wil! be used in
this paper for the numerical ComputationS.
CONTROL SYSTEMS •DESIGN
!I As stated previously, only torque aetuiitorS 1Oc/tted on the mast
are considered in this paper for controlling the antennit itttitude atld
flexible motion. Bee,tus6 of the geometry Of the /tntennat it appears
that reaction lets located oti the hoop might be effective in
ContrOlling rigid-body roll attd torsion modesl however, because Of
their propellant storage requirements and to avoid possible -
hardware-related difficulties in geuerat|ng re(iulred precision
control forces,, reaction Jets are not considered in this preliminary
....... investigation, As pointed out earliers surface, accuracy is of
extreme importance to successful operation of the antenna. The
surface can be actlvely controlled by pulling the control stringers;
however, from practical considerations, it is preferable to avoid
active surface control if at all possible, and to try to control the
surface using only the torque actuatOrs on the mast.
Two approachesare considered in this paper for control systems
synthesis. The first approach requires collocated sensors and
actuators, while the second approach is base_ on ..the LQG control
theory.
l
Method I- Collocated Controller i!
It is.assumed that nT, 3-axls attitude and rate sensors are
located on the mast at the.locatlons of the torque actuators, The . i
equations of motion are(from eqs, I and 2)_L,
AsXs + BsXs.+CsXs =rTT (7) ,
-i
}
where As = diag. "(Is'_qxnq)'n
XST = (_sT,qT_), .
i
"4
Bs = diag. (O,D),_ Cs diag. (O,A),
rT _.[rIT,r2T,..,rnT_1 _
where r_ - [_3x3'_j]
(_kxk denotes the k x k identity matrix.)
Since the attitude and. rate sensors are collOcated with torque
actuators, the measured attitude and rate vectors are: I
I
Ya = rXs +w (8) "P
,i
Y_ = r_s + wr (9)
4
where _, y_are the 3nTx_ vectors of measured attitude and rate,
and w_',_ r are 3nT X1 sensor noise vectors. Consider the control
law|
T = -Kpya - KrY _ (10)
where Kp and K r denote 3nTX3n T, symmetric proportional and rate gain,
matrlces. The. closed-loop equations, i_no_ring the noise terms, then
become:
AsXs+ Bs&s+ CsXs= 0 (11)
" -- TKrr 1_': where Bs = Bs + F (12) ,
: _ = C + FTK F (13) '
s, s p
It can be shown that the closed-loop system as given .by Eq.(ll).is ..........
stable iD the sense of Lyapunov if Kp>0 and Kf__0, and is
asymptotically stable if K#?0, Kr>0, and the system is stabilizable ....
(Ref. 3).. This method attempts to make maurices _S and _r$ equal
some desired matrices Ba and Cd • For example, in order to assign
closed-loop damping ratio PdL to structural mode i Without changing
their frequencies,, and to -assign closed-loop damping ratio and
frequency_,_ifx,y,z) to the rlgid-body modes,
Bdf2diag(0sx_sx,PSy_sy, Psm_sz,Pdl_l,.._, Pdnq_nq) (14)
2 2 2 2 2 ,mnq2)Cd diag. (_sx '"_sy ' (15)= " '_SZ '_I '_2 .'"
The equations to be solved for Kp and Kp then become
r - B (16)
rTZr ='Bd s ffi d ....
rTK r _ Ca - C _ _d (17)p s
(_ denotes equality by deflnition.) It will be assumed thstPTis
of full rank, or has been reduced tO be. of full rank (by ellmlnatlng
locations cOrresponding to linearly dependent columns). If it is
i
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desired+ to control . only n t ( _ nq+3) modes, then the rows
corresponding to the modes which are not controlled are assumed to be
removed from r T, it is also assumed that _d and _ are nonnegatlve
definite. If the number of controlled m6des, n¢, is less than or
equal to the number of actuators, m (row dimension of r_), then the
solution ' I
= r(rTr)-l_(pTr)-IpT- (18)Kr
minimizes the Frobenlus norm of K_, where the Frobenlus norm is
, defined as:
ii'+: l lKrl IF = _':_ mrij ++I+: i J +
if! For the case nc_m , the solution which minimizes the Frobenius norm "
_, of the equation error in (16) is given by (Ref 4)
Kr = (rrT)-l rBdrT(rrT)-I (19)
The main advantage ofthlS method is the guaranteed stability. The
closed-loop system is stable in the sense of LyapunOv regardless Of
the number of_ modes in the model, and in spite of parameter
inaccuracies (Ref. 4). This result is true only for perfect (i.e.,
linear, instantaneous) actuators and sensors; however, even wlth
actuators and sensors of finite but sufficiently hlgh bandwidth J
(Ref. 5), the closed-loop system would be stable.
!
In practice, it may be impossible to exactly collocate the
actuators and sensors. The folowlng analysls obtains a bound on the
tolerable inaccuracy ofcollocatlon. l
,]
Let the closed-loop system of Eq. (tl) be asymptotically stable
(for perfect collocation).Then, given a 2nX2n matrix Q-QT_0, _here
exists a matrix p=pr____ such that
A Tp + PA = - Q (20)C C
where Ac is the 2nX2n Closed, lO0p system matrix cOrrespOnding to Eq.
(II), Consider now the Case where the sensors ace not exactly
collocated wlth the actuators. In this case, the sensOr equatlons
become (ignoring nolseterms):
6 +
QUALI'I Y
Y_ " (r+_r_t__.X_L____ (21)
Y_ ffi (r+&r2) Xs (22)
where 6r 1 = [0,_¢ 1 ] represents the collocation error, for the attitude
I_: measurements _and 6F_ = [0,_ 2] represents that for the rate
ii measurements. The -followln_ theorem gives bounds on _l_._which ....
ensure stability.
_; Theorem I.- The closed-loop system with imprecisely collocated
!: sensors an6 actuators is Lyapunov-stable if
.
Im(q) Am(A)
i: rllslla_211<! I IKplIsl I_II_ s - 211rlIs_M(P) <23)
[
t!:' where IlL liedenotes the spectral norm ofa matrlx_ L
I1=11;_,_mo_n,_u_o /_ t
) and _ ) denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues. !
Proof.- The closed-loop equation with collocation error can be
written in the state variable form as:
I °I=AIZ - z (24):irTzp_rlA-_rTKr_r....
z = (xT, _T)T
Consider a Lyapunov function
V(z)=zTPz (25.) ........................................................
Then it can be shown that
V = _zTQz + 2 zTPEz (26)
, 1
O_ I_OORQU_LIT7
where E denotes the coefficient matrix in, the second term on the
right-hand-s_de of Eq. (24). For V to be nonposltlve, the
Inequallty
{ zTpEz __ zTQz
;I
iI should hold, But
z PEz _ l_lP[Is l[_.!Is llzl[2 and
iii zTQz_> Am(Q)[Izll2 :°
:1 Therefore, V is nonpositlva if
!/i
i
'_'i IIPIIslIE Is I]zll2 < ½ Xm(Q) llzll2
or, slateIlell." XM<P)
Am(Q) :_
! lIE[ Is <_2XM(p) I-t i
i
_ The inequality (23) can then be obtained -by using the properties of ithe spectral norm to obtain an upper bound on _IE_._. It should be • .,_
noted that a strlcK inequality in Eq.(23) assures asymptotic _' I
[ stability. The bound given by ,the theorem is conservative and ....... :_ i
difficult to compute. Also, it depends on the choice of Q., and _ :t
requires the knowledge of the system parameters., Additional ............ _,
investigation is needed in . this area in order to obtain less _ ,_
conservative bounds. However, it is apparent from .the theorem that ,_
[_. the system will be asymptotically stable for sufficiently small
collocation_errors •
i Although the "colloCated controller" approach has deslrable
stability and robustness properties, the decision regarding which
modes to control rests with the designer,as does the choice of the.
desired matrices Bd and Cd. The •mOst straightforward choices of Bd
and Cd are given in Eqs.(14) and (15); however, this. artificial
deCoupling may not give the best perfOzmanCe, and might result _n .
. unreasonably high gains. One method of systematically selecting '!
these matrices for computing rate gains was given in Ref 6. However,
the choice of the weighting matrix which is required in this metho
was not discussed. The choice of Bd and Cd, which give the best
performance With the smallest possible magnitudes of the feedback
gains, remains an open area of research.
Method II- Controller Based on 4QG Theory
This.approach uses• the steady-state LQG control theory as a design- I
tool. Unlike the collocated controller, the LQG controller does not
. automatically guarantee the closed-loop stability. This is because I
the plant (i.e., the LSS) has an Infinlte number of structural modes,
and one can_actlvely control only a finite number:of modes via this
approach. Furthermore, from practical cosiderations, in order to
. limit the number of feedback channels and the complexity of the
_ controller, it is usually necessary to design a controller which is
!i of much lower order than the "evaluation" model. (An evaluation
: model is an acceptably reallstlc representation of the LSS which
_" consists of a finite but large number of structural modes.) The use
_ of lower order controller may cause instability because of the (ref. ,
: 7) unwanted excitation of the residual or uncontrlled modes by the
ii control input ("control spiilover") and the unwanted contribution of
: the residual modes to the sensor outputs ("observation spillover").
• It is well known, that the LQGcontroller minimizes the performance
_: index:
i
6/<:;, JL = lira ! zT_z + uTRu) dt (27) ,
i tf.. tf o ..
wherez,u denote,hestateandcontrolvectors  *0,
il denote the state and control weighting matrlces,and denotes the
f
• expected value operator. An LQG controller consists of a
IiI. linear-quadratlc(LQ) regulator in tandem with a state estimator(Kalman-Bucy filter). Only the steady-state versions of the LQ
i regulator,and the Kalman-3ucy filter, which use tlme_invarlant gains,
I are used in order to facilitate implementation. The Kalman-Bucyfilter uses the knowledge of the system mod l (rigid-body modes and
I selected structural modes which are to be controlled) and the sensoroutpu s in o der to generate anestlmate of the state vector (i.e.,
an estimate of a-,_, _ and 4c,where q c denotes the modal amplitude
vector of the controlled modes). This estimate is multiplied by the
regulator gain matrix in order tO synthesize the control torques .....
Thus the central problem in primary controller design is to ensure
the stability of the full-order closed,-loop system, which Is.not
guaranteed because of the use of truncated models in. regulator and ..
_: estimatOr design. Several methods for primary controller-deslgn
based on the LQG theory were discussed in Ref 8. They include i)
truncation methOd, in which the residual modes are merely ignored in
the design process, ii)modified truncation, Or mOdel error
sensitivity suppression (MESS) method (Ref. 9) ill) use of higher -
order estimator iv) selective modal suppression, etc. Of these
methOdsj the first two were found to be effective. Stability bounds
9
on spillover terms were obtained for this type of controllers in
Ref 10.
The"Two-level" controller (Ref ll)is a variation of the LQG
controller in which the collocated cont_Oller is also usedt but only
for damping enhancement. The controller Consists of two hlerarchlcal i
levels: i) a secondary Controller,. the funCtiOn of which is to
enhance damping in the.LSS structural modes without attempting to
contrOl rigid-body modes, and ii) a primary controller for
controlllng the rlgld-body modes and possibly some selected
structural modes. Robust secondary control can be achieved using i
feedback of relatlv_ velocities (or angular velocities) between i
various points on the. LSS. If the.aCtuators and sensors for the
secondery controller are collocated, the closed-loop system
(excluding rigid-body modes) with only the secondary controller in I
the loop is guaranteed Lyapunov-stable with positive semldefinlte I
rate gain (Kv_0), and is_asymptotically stable if_r)0 , and if_A,_v)
is controllable (Ref..3). The closed-loopsecondary system is stable !
regardless of the number of modes and parameter inaccuracies. In
addition, under certain conditions, the system is asymptotically t
stable in the large (ASIL) for sector-type sensor and actuator
nonlinearities. (Ref 5).. A variation of the secondary Controller is
obtained by using One or more Annular MOmentum Control Devices
(AMCDs) as discussed in Ref. 3. i
The procedure for secondary controller design using velocity i
feedback is similar to that for the collocated controller, the
difference being that the first three rows Of the r r. matrix are
zero, and the rest of the rows consist of differences between the !
appropriate columns of r _ Thus the secondary controller is used
only to enhance the damping if the structural modes..
The closed-loOp system including the secondary controllerprovldes
the starting point for the design of the primary controller. The
primary controller design is accomplished using the LQG control
theory as discussed previously. Since the damping of the LSS is
enhanced by the secondary controller, it shOuldfacilltate the design
of the primary Controller such that the overall system has an
acceptable degree Of stability,
PERFORMANCE_EVALUATION
The performance of tlie cOntrol System can be evaluated by
computing the standard deviations or root mean Square (RMS) values of
various errors in the_presence 0£ sensor noise, actuator noise and
other disturbances. DiSturbances such as gravltygradlent.and solar
pressure are low-frequenCy and prediCtable, and Can be Open-loop
compensated. However, sensor and actuator noise represent very
Si_nlflcant sources Of error, In this paper, the attitude sensors
I0
and rate sensors are assumed tO have additive_white measurement
noise. Th_ nominal standard-deViation intensities of these noise
processes are assumed tO be 0.488 arc-seCond and 0,031
arc-second/set, respectively (Ref 12). The rate gyro drift is noC
modeled. The actuator noise is also assumed to be zero-mean and
• white. Since data were not available on nominal actuator noise, it
was not included in the nominal performance computations. However,
the actuator nOise was included in the computation of the
i! parametrized data (i.e.. coeflcient_,, as will be_xplained later).
The senso_and actuator noises additively enter the closed-loop
equations for both the ,controllers considered, and in both the
primary and _he secondary levels of the two-level controller. The
final closed-loop equatlon is of the type:
x ffi-Ax (28)
II
i where x is the overall closed-loop state veCtor' (nx XI), A is the
strictly Hurwitz closed-loop matrix, B is the noise input matrix, and _
v is a vector white noise process whose entries represent all the
noise terms. The closed-lo0p covarlance evolves according to _he
equation
=AE+E AT + BvBT' (29)-
where Z(t_-g[x_)x_is the Co_arlanCe macrlx, and V is _he covariance ...... ! _
intensity matrix Of the noise process v. If v. is. a stationary
process, _ apprOaches a steady-state value _ as t tends to
infinity. Since the performance variables of interest (e.g.
attitude angles and deflectlonsat various polnts on the antenna) are_.
linear transformations of the state vector x, the variances of these "]
variables can be_obtained by appropriate transformatlons of _ • A
number of methods are available for numerical solution of the
steady-state verslon Of.Eq. (_9). The method given in Ref. (13) is !
used in this paper.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
As stated previously, four 3-axls tOrque actuator_and four 3-axls
attitude and rate sensors (at the same locations) are used for the
nominal control systems design. Three types of zero-mean,
whlte-nolse disturbances are Considered for.perfOrmance analys_s.
Each attitude and race sensor output is asSumcd to be contamlnated
with additive white measurement noise, and each actuator is assumed
to introduce addiClve white noise. All individual noise processes
are assumed .to be mutually uncorrelated, The baslc.deslgn Objectives __
are: l) to Obtain sufficiently high bandwidth (i.e,,closed,loop
_m_ .... ..yd_y_.- ,
frequencies corresponding to rlgld-body modes) and satisfactory
closed-loop damping ratios for rlgld-body aud structural modes 2)_ to
obtain satisfactory RMS pointing errors, feed motion errors, and
surface errors. The first deslgn obJectlve arlses from the need to
obtain sufficiently fast error decay when a step disturbance (such as
sudden thermal distortion caused by entering or leaving Earth's
shadow) occurs. The second design objective arises from the RF
performance requirements. These two objectives may not necessarily
be compatlable, and may even be conflicting. Forexample, the use of.
increased feedback gains for obtaining higher bandwldths and damping.
ratios will, in general, result in higher RMS errors (because of the
amplified effect of sensor noise) beyond a certain point. Therefore,
it is necessary to carefully consider the tradeoffs between_the speed
of re_poqseand lower RMS errors.
As a part of the first design objective, the desired rigid-body
closed-loop bandwidth° in the range of 0.02- 0.25 rad/sec were
considered. Also as a part of the first obJective,.the desired real
parts of the closed-loop elgenvalues correesponding to the structural
mode_, (_ in the range 0- 0.5 were considered for the collocated
cont_oller (inherent damping of 1% is assumed for all structural
modes, and (_&J)_-0 implies "no additional desired damping".). That
is, the desired damping ratio for each structural mode was inversely
proportional to its frequency, and the desired closed-loop
elgenvalues would lie on_ or to the left of the -(P_ line in the
complex plane. For the LQG controller, the weights corresponding to
can be successively increased in order to achieve successively
higher damping on the structural modes. RMS errors were computed for
nominal noise standard deviation intensities (as statedprevlously)
for different values of the closed-loop rigld-body frequency
OJ$ (same for all three axes), and desired closed-loop structural
damplng. The desired rlgid-body damping ratlo _ was held at 0,7.
The five measures of performance considered were: a) maximum (taken
overall points on the mast) RMS pointing errors e_e0,e _ about the
X, Y, Z axes (all erors include the contributions of rigid body modes i
and all 20 structural modes), b) maximum RMS feed motion error
(maximum taken over seven points corresponding to feeds and feed
panels, with error at each point being defined as the resultant of X,
Y, Z direction _tions of each point relative to the point on the
mast where the reflective surface intersects the mast).- c) maximum__ !
RMS surface error ( maximum taken over the resultant displacements
from nominal positlons , of 96 points on the surface).
The no=inal performance of the collocated controller was first
obtained. The closed-loop eigenvalues for the collocated controller
indicated satisfactory stability margins (i.e., real parts close to ....
the desired values). Figure 4 shOws the nOminal performance of the i
collocated controller for the different values of the clOSed-loop
rlgld-body frequency,_J$= 0.02 rad/sec, 0.I rad/_ec and 0.25 rad/sec
(same OJ$ for the three axes, With damping ratio _ a0_7) The nOminal
performance does not include actuator noise because of the present
!
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lack of knowledge of t1_etype of- device that will be used. The_.
nominal /tt_itnde.and rate sensor noises are as stated previously. It
is.apparent from Fig, 4 that tlio. RMS pointing er.rOrs.f_,fg,G_decrease
as (PtO_/ is increased, HOwever, as. _Os is lncrdas_d,' the RMS
pointing errors first decrease, and then increase,. RMS feed motion
and_ surface errors go through a.minimum as (_0) d is increased. As
can be aeon from Fig. 4., the nOtainal RMS errOrS are very low, well
. below the allowable limits. FOr=example, for _$ =0.1 rad/sec and I,
(pO_l)pO.25, q_, =0.62x.lO'_degree,_D ,.1.Oxtd $' degree, 6 9. " 0 55xlO _ r_
degree, _f = O. 08 ' ram,_$" O. 14 ram, -where _i(iffi gO,9"_f.,$.) denOke (maximum) i
three RMS pointing errors, RMS feed mouton error, and RMS surfaCe
error respectively. For, effectively designing a control system, more
generic data will be helpful. Since the covariance intensities Of
the three noises considered (Vp, V_, and V¢., which denote the
attitude and rate sensor noise and the actuator noise) enter the.
covariance equation linearly, it is possible to parametrize the data
by activating each noise one at a time. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the
coefficients _/_£,¢Srg,_¢tg (i=_,9_f,$), which represent the -
appropriate error variance (denoted by Subscript i), obtained by
making each of the noises Vp, Vr and V_tequal to unity one at a time
while the other two are being held at zero. As a result, any of the
five performance measures ff_ (i=_,_,_) can.be computed for any
given set Of actual noise variances as follows:
¢i = (_pIVp + driVr  _alVa)I/2
where the units of E_ are degree for ia_,O,_, and mm for i=f,s.
unlts of the noise varianCeS are (rad)_, (rad/sec)_, and (ft-lb)g'-
respectively. The coefficients InFigs. 5-7 are plotted for three
values of : 0.02, 0.i and 0.25 tad/see in order to consider three
response speeds. Generic data such as these can provide useful
guidelines for antenna controlsystemdeslgn.
The nominal perfonuanc_ with the LQG- based Controller was next-
obtained. In addition to tlte three rlgld-body mOdes, it was
arbitrarily decided to control the first three structural md_les.oThe
nominal desired values o£_O$Were selected to be 0.02, 0.I and 0.25
tad/see, corresponding to slow, medium and fast response speeds
(_,=0.7). The estimator was designed to estimate state-varlables
corresponding only to those modes which were controlled in this
preliminary analysis. With a little trial and error, it was
stralghtfo=ward to arrive at performance function weights Q which
yield the deslred&)$and _ for the LQ regulator. Instead Of using
the actual nolse parameters for the design of the Kalman- Bucy I
filter, (which Would glveextremcly SlOw filter response) weighting !
matrlCes were adjusted by trlal and error to yield closed-lOop !
frequencies (corresponding to rlgld_body modes_ approximately 3-4 ]
tlmesOJ_, with damping ratlos=O,7. Satisfactory (0.7 Or be_ter)
damping ratios for the s_ructural modes were obtained by adjusting
the dorrespOndtng wetg|1_s, Keeping the _.stl.matOrfixed for tutClif_$,
the welght_ on ttlemodal velocities (_) Ill the regulator design _ro
increased by faCtOr.of 10 at each step, and n6m/nal performance was
computed similar tO the collocated case, Tile clemed-loop cigenvalues .
i indicated SatisfaCtory. Stabtlity.margiaS for the controlled modes,
The closed-leo p damping ration for most of th e residual modes Clmnged
v¢,ry little (t,e,,. remained between 0,0075 _md 0,013), while _hat
! for the rest bf tim residual mod_.s h:lcrebsed, Tile. aomtnal
i performatice is plotted in FIR, 8 for 025 "0,02, 0, I and 0,25 rad/see, . !
The RHS errors, art: aigulfi(:autly lower than those for tlle collocated. 1
i controller, at least for this '_prelimi.nary model,, the LQG metliod
I: using simple, modal truncation does 1_Ot _ausc any appreciable -
i destabil/gtug effect ca the residual modes for the range of
r closed-loop bandwidth considered (0,02-0,5 red/see), Ti_erefore, It !
t_ ha not necessary .tO us_ special techniques for tile reduction of ._
_' spilIoVer (e,g, Ref, 8),.. The dat_i for the LQG controller Can als0 '
I be parametrtzed in the same fashion as tile cbllOeatcd controller, :
t! Tile resulting cocfflcletLtS are. s_:_l, tn .Figs, 9._11, It- can be .seen. 1! that tlm coefficients ($p£aad l-¢_ are mue.h, lower for tile. LqG i
I coutroller than for the cOllocated Coutroller, while (_a_appears to i
,, be. roughly the same, The. LQG feedback gains were much smaller than
I those for the Collocated controller (typteally by h factor of 100 or .
taorc) •
t._ Gen_r,'ttion of 4mraiaetrtzed data such a8 these Can prOVide usefulf.
I:. guide.tines for cile atttetu•_l control systems design, -hi order to ,;
ew_htate, the t,.otit t-o l lers. more Completely_ tile following. *
invest_tgationa were made:
Effect of imprecise Collocation,- Is order tO tuvesttgatc tile ,
eff_.-c'f"df"-.-7_tl_t/ftf(ft's'e'" ddtfs-¢ff&fdt\_dt'or collocation On the collOCated
controller, all Seusors were dl.sp.L_eed . front tit(,, eorr_spondhlg
actuators by _60 eta along tho taaat, For the aointual case iS.is. -O,1
rad/aeC,_-0.25) the closed-lOop e/geuVaiues r¢ua_tiued practically ...................
tttlchflllged t arid RHS errOrS showed_less thiill 11 tnereitse, :,
Effect of usltig ft.,.Wer actuntors/.sensors.--in.order to investigate
i f "f_;we'f-ac't'tm't-o'r8/dd't_ffo'rs" 7c'_ftt_e"-_dt_t,"_'dt'li tile de s I gas we re ca r r ted
ottt for the-notnttlal case, with a) one (3-axis) actuator and sfinsbr ..
(actuator us, I in Fig. 2.) b)t_o actuators/sensors (usa, 1 and 3),
aud C)three actuatOrt_/sensors (noa. 1, 2 aud 3). The Cottocated
Controller failed tO meet the rtgtd',body baudwidth and damping ratio
rcqutretacitts, with fewer tllitn 4 a('.tuat(_rti, willie . the LQG controller
met. the requlremontt4 with two or more actuators. The RHS pcrforraance
of the I.,QG control.let dcterioritted by about _0% with 2 actnhtbrs (as t
compared tO tile nOmiilal 4-actuator case), Sell/ell _iI8 welt wltlitn tile
acceptable bounds,, the iuagnltttde8 of the maximum (:lemettts Of tits 1
regulator slid KAIman .gain matrices increased by itbiltlt 701 attd ISI !
respc_tively_..2athlt_h iS not _:xCessively larst.,., In vtew of this i
anillysia, tt appears, thai au acceptable Lq(", design may be obtained
ttsttlg silly two act ttiito rs, it _2i18 ti0t possible tO obtattt a
mtttsfactoey stable.LqG t|eslgtl with a Single a(:tuator ittt¢i st, riser,
Effect of imj_.reeise k0owlL_dge Of p0r0meters.- b change in
in the collocated controller- performance , and caused under 4%
deterioration in. the LQ#, controller performance.
• Two-level controller., A secondary collocated controller was first
desT_n-e-d---_or'-_'he---_-'-0 to 0.5 range. The .primary LQG controller
was then designed to obtainO0 s =0.1 tad/see, ll0wever, this cause_
the RM$ errors to increase by a [actOr o_f 10 or more as Compared to
the cast with LQ(; eontroll#_r alone,
Effect of number of mOdes,controlled.- For the LQG controller, the
num_-f--Of---mO_es" co_tr-fflT_d---C_n-d-"_sti-mated) was .varied from r_=3
(rigid-body only) to 9 (rigid-body and the f_rst six structural
modes). Slight improvement in the performance Was noted as n¢ was
increased, with about 15% improvement for n¢-9. Thus controlling
more than the first 4 Or 5 modes appears to contribute little towards
the first objective (i.e., speed Of response)° However, since the
damping ratios of the residual modes remain close to 0.01, tl_e speed
of response may not be satisfactory if the number of modes Controlled
is too small,
CONCLUDING .REMARKS
Control systems sy.t_heSis was considered for a large flcxlble
space antenna using two approaches. From the re.qttltsba.qed on the .-
preliminary model and linear ai_alyslS, It appears that the p.erformanCe
requirements can bo satisfactorily met, and an acceptable degree Of
StahilIty and robustnOg.q can be_obtalned u_iug either o( tilecOutroll. .....
er_. llowever, the I,Q(;approach yielded much lower RMS errors, with
significantly lower t'eedbaek gainS. In addition, sati.qfactory perform-.
ante. W_l.qobtained wkth the I,QC contrOllOr using af_ few its two actuat-
ors. 'rl_c.refore, the I,QC approach IS. more d0.qirable for tl_i8 problem.
A method .was given for generattng parametrt';0d performance data which
would be_useful as n dO,qign guidO_ltn(:. - in order to arrive at more
t_omplete cont,_lusions, however, it will.be uet, o_sary to tnelude, the _]
effects of actuator/settler dynasties -rod tmnliuOarttte,q. This can be I
accomplished only aftor the actuator concepts arc seleetOd and their -- -
characteristics kt_oWtl, it will also be ugefttl to investigate other
types of actuator cont%q,t:s (e.g. reat, tlott Jets) prior.to arriving at
h cent#el system design. Before t_omnlencitig th(, t"tnitl design process. 1
it will :tlso be neeesgary to prec|.qely d0fhte the design ohJe0ttves
stroll aft flit2 speed of re_ponse rOqttlrement. ]
:t
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TABLE I. MASS AND INERTIA PROPERTIES
Mass=454.4.3 KS.
Inertia about axes through center of mass (Kg-m 2)
_ I = 5.724 x 10 u_ Z = 5_747 x 106
: xx yy
I = 4.383 x 106 I = 3.906 x 104
ZZ XZ 1
I =I =o _.
xy yz
TABLE If. STRUCTURAL MODE FREQUENCIES.
.-,l..° i_o.,,i_.,41_,.o,I _'"1_""1_"_'i_'°41_'__'_'1_'"1
;; 17
Z Feeds and feed panels
Feed mast i
Upper mast ,_;
\
Upp_rhoop support cables i
4
i
Y
Lower hoop support cables
X Lower mast
Lower. solar panels
Figure i. Hoop/column antenna concept 1
!
!
18 '
I
Y/
x
!
Figure 2. Assumed actuator locations
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Figure 3. Plots of typical anteT!na mode_shape_ (concluded) I
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